
DSCI and Cisco collaborate to Strengthen Network Security ecosystem in the Country   

March 5, 2013: Data Security Council of India (DSCI), the focal body on data protection set up by 

NASSCOM, has today announced the launch of its flagship ‘Security Thought Leadership Program’ in 

partnership with Cisco to bring together experts and industry leaders from across the country to address 

the changing threat landscape . The program titled ‘Re-Inventing the Networks in the Context of 

Security’ will focus on building the next-generation network defense capabilities in the country.  

Speaking on the occasion Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI said that “DSCI is happy to partner with Cisco and 

launch this first of a kind Thought Leadership Program for the benefit of the security community in 

India.” He also added that “Taking into account the emerging context aware computing and situation 

awareness capabilities as newer requirements for businesses and industries, the program has been 

designed tofocus on the Next-Generation Security based on the emergence of Cloud Computing, Mobility, 

BYOD and Virtualization and rapidly changing threat landscape in India” 

Mr. Janesh Moorjani, President– Enterprise and Public Sector, Cisco India & SAARC added “Cisco is proud 

to partner with DSCI on this unique Security thought leadership program.  In this dynamic business 

environment, security threats and defenses change as a result of one another.  The program is aimed at 

helping organizations understand the impact of key technology transitions (like Mobility/BYOD, Data 

Center Virtualization and Social Media) on their Security posture, help Security thought leaders to come 

on a platform to build best practices, white papers and enable them to assess, analyze and take 

adequate steps to fill the gaps through shared learning” 

 The key highlights of the program include an industry survey demystifying the elements and challenges 

associated with new age security threats and engineering evolution around network security. The 

program will also focus on content and context aware capabilities, delving into security technology and 

reference architectural approaches and technology dynamics. In addition, it will evaluate strategies of 

design, deployment and integration of security capabilities, highlight interactions with global security 

leaders and experts across industry verticals. 

As a part of the engagement, the program envisages the development of collaborated content such as 

studies and surveys, whitepapers, best practices, guides, paper contests, etc. A set of standards, 

recommendations and development of reference architecture is also a part of the program’s agenda. 

The reference architecture will be available for the various industries to follow and implement at the 

end of program. 

Starting this week, call for a paper presentation will be issued. The best paper will be awarded at the 

Best Practices Meet- a flagship event of DSCI held every year in the month of July. For more details write 

to thoughtleadership[at]dsci[dot]in or visit http://thoughtleadership.dsci.in/cisco. 
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DSCI is a focal body on data protection in India, set-up as an independent Self‐Regulatory Organization 

(SRO) by NASSCOM®, to promote data protection, develop security and privacy best practices & 

standards andencourage the Indian industries to implement the same. 

DSCI is engaged with the Indian IT/BPO industry, their clients worldwide, Banking and Telecom sectors, 

industry associations, data protection authorities and other government agencies in different countries. 

Itconducts industry wide surveys and publishes reports, organizes data protection awareness seminars, 

workshops, projects, interactions and other necessary initiatives for outreach and public advocacy. DSCI 

is focused on capacitybuilding of Law Enforcement Agencies for combating cyber crimes in the country 

and towards this; it operatesseveral cyber labs across India to train police officers, prosecutors and 

judicial officers in cyber forensics.  

Public Advocacy, Thought Leadership, Awareness and Outreach and Capacity Building are the key words 

withwhich DSCI continues to promote and enhance trust in India as a secure global sourcing hub, and 

promotes data protection in the country. 
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